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Introduction 
In a school system dedicated to continuous improvement, all of the components of the 
organization must be focused on performance.  Inevitably, one of the thorniest conflicts that 
arises is how to respond when schools fail to meet their performance goals.  As an initial 
response, system leaders can assess what the school’s needs are and provide targeted assistance 
in the form of feedback, training, assessment support, data analysis, and other “incremental” 
interventions. But what if student achievement continues to lag despite these interventions?  The 
figure below illustrates the decision-making process for charter school authorizers or other 
system leaders who are faced with this situation. 
 
Decision Tree for Failing Schools 
 

School fails to meet goals in the area of academic, 
organizational or fiscal performance 

Offer incremental 
interventions  

Continue to 
tolerate failure  

Salvage assets  

Close the school 

Interventions are 
successful 

School meets 
performance goals 

Interventions are 
not successful 
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At this point, school closure becomes a valid and perhaps necessary next step. In a system 
focused on developing high performing schools, closing chronically low performing schools 
ensures that the system as a whole continues to improve. But what if the school has assets that 
are worth salvaging? A committed and involved group of parents who want to continue to send 
their children to the school might be an asset worth preserving, for example. Goodwill and desire 
on the part of the surrounding community for the school to continue is another potential asset.  
Strong teachers who have not been able to succeed under the current leadership but who could be 
highly successful with a new leadership team are another.  In areas where school facilities are 
very difficult to obtain, the building itself might be a very valuable commodity.  And finally, 
what if the realistic school alternatives for the students currently attending the failing charter 
school are very weak?  The students themselves are certainly an asset and providing them with a 
successful school alternative would be a much better choice than consigning them to a low-
performing school.     
 
What are the options for charter school authorizers or entities with similar responsibilities who 
want to salvage one or more of these assets?  
 
The empirical data from this study suggests that authorizers rarely try to salvage these assets.  In 
most cases, when authorizers recognize that a school is failing, they engage in a series of 
interventions.1 But ultimately, if authorizers decide that the school’s leadership team and/or 
governing board are incapable of improvement, they close the school.  But this does not have to 
be the case.  Hypothetically, an authorizer could use the information it has gathered in 
monitoring the school’s performance and diagnosing its problems and take action to salvage the 
school’s remaining assets.  For example, it could implement a turnaround by replacing the 
school’s leadership and governance board and leaving other staff members in place (e.g. 
teachers, support staff).  Alternatively, it could reconstitute the school and start fresh by 
replacing all of the adults in the building - the management company (if applicable), the board, 
the leadership team and the staff.  In the latter case, only the students would remain in the 
school.  And finally, the authorizer could salvage the building by closing the school but 
arranging for another school operator to take over the existing facility.  
 
While the collective body of knowledge on this topic is extremely limited - there are very few 
examples of authorizers who have taken steps like these - the purpose of this paper is to begin to 
delineate why authorizers rarely exercise these options and to offer some guidance about how an 
authorizer could effectively salvage assets if the authorizing office determined that there was a 
compelling reason to do so.        
 
Methodology 
For this project, the study team determined that charter school authorizers have the most 
experience responding to school failure in the context of a performance-based system. The study 
team conducted semi-structured interviews with district personnel and independent authorizers 
representing seven charter school offices: 1) the Mayor’s Office of Charter Schools in 
Indianapolis; 2) the Public Charter School Board in Washington, DC (PCSB); 3) the Office of 
Charter Schools at Central Michigan University (CMU); 4) the Charter Schools Institute at the 
                                                
1 For more information about intervention, see Tough Calls: Identifying and Addressing School-Level Problems, 
NCSRP Working Paper Series #2008-6.  
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State University of New York (SUNY); 5) the Charter Schools Office of Volunteers of America 
– Minnesota; 6) the Charter Schools Office at the Massachusetts Department of Education; and 
7) Chicago Public School’s Office of New Schools.  In addition, the authors reviewed the 
research literature on school reconstitution and on organizational and school turnaround.   
 
While there are relevant differences between districts’ and charter authorizers’ approach to 
school closure, the relationship between authorizer and charter school in many respects 
resembles the relationship between district and school in a portfolio-managed district. The 
examples and lessons offered here will be of use to charter authorizers, districts that are engaged 
in performance-based oversight, and traditional public school districts as well. 
 
Barriers to Salvaging Assets 
Authorizer interviews suggest that for the most part authorizers are reluctant to salvage assets.  
The only exception to this was the possibility of retaining the facility.  A few authorizers 
mentioned that they would be interested in keeping the facility available to other charter school 
operators, but no one expressed a desire to turn around a school by significantly replacing the 
school’s leadership (the entire board and/or the entire school leadership team) or to reconstitute a 
school by replacing all of the adults in the building.  Authorizers cited several reasons for this 
including: 1) legal and policy constraints; 2) philosophical concerns about their role with regard 
to school autonomy; 3) limited internal capacity; and 4) past experience with school closure.    
 
Legal and Policy Constraints  
Several authorizers said that under their state’s charter school law, they did not have the 
authority to replace the entire governing board, the leadership team and/or the management 
company.  While charter school laws differ with regard to what types of entities are allowed to 
authorize schools and what legal arrangements authorizers have with the charter schools they 
approve, the charter contract is typically between the authorizer and the school’s governing 
board; the board is then responsible for hiring and firing the school leader and/or the 
management company. None of the authorizers interviewed for this study had direct legal 
authority to either hire or fire a school leader or a management company.   
 
With regard to their legal authority to remove governing board members, authorizers reported 
that state laws differ.  For example, charter school board members in Michigan are treated as 
public officials and individual board members can be removed by the authorizer if they are 
deemed unfit for office.  In New York, some authorizers have the authority to approve or not 
approve board members as they are appointed.  But in most other states, once charter schools are 
authorized, they are treated as independent nonprofits, and authorizers do not have the authority 
to approve individual governing board members or to remove them.   
 
Authorizer Approach to Autonomy and Accountability 
A few authorizers also commented that even if they did have the legal authority to do so, they 
did not believe it was their role to intervene in schools by replacing either the governance and 
leadership teams or the entire staff.  Charter school authorizers have a contractual relationship 
with governance boards that is based on significant autonomy in return for accountability.  
Authorizers vary in how they interpret schools’ rights to autonomy; some are more hands-off in 
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their relationships than others.2 But authorizers who consider the accountability/autonomy 
balance a critical part of their mission are reluctant to play a role in replacing the governance and 
leadership teams or the entire staff because they think this is overstepping the boundaries of their 
role.  One authorizer typified this perspective as she was describing her reluctance to intervene in 
a situation when a management company was not effective: “We may say informally to the 
board, ‘Don’t forget it’s your school.  It’s not the management company’s school.’ But we are 
not going to tell them to fire their management company.  That would be up to them.”   
 
Limited Internal Capacity 
Another constraint on authorizers’ ability and/or willingness to engage in salvaging a chronically 
low performing school’s assets is limited internal capacity.  While there is little research to 
indicate how much internal capacity authorizers need to manage schools effectively, interviews 
with authorizers suggest that many of them feel they are under-funded and understaffed.  This is 
not universally the case – SUNY in New York and CMU in Michigan are among the more well-
resourced authorizers with regard to both staffing and funding – but many other authorizers 
report that their internal capacity is stretched as they approve growing numbers of schools.   
Authorizers who do not believe they have sufficient resources report that they would place a 
higher priority on other activities (e.g. attracting new operators, better monitoring systems) than 
they would on salvaging assets in a failed school.  Taking responsibility for replacing an entire 
board or leadership team or an entire school’s staff would require a substantial amount of staff 
time and resources. In some cases, authorizers reported that they were not sure that the risks 
involved in trying to either turn around or reconstitute a failing school were worth this 
investment.   
 
Past Experience with School Closure 
Authorizers past experience with school closure had an influence on their willingness to consider 
the merits of salvaging assets.  A few of the interviewees who had experienced acrimonious 
school closures were very reluctant to get involved in a turnaround or a reconstitution. They felt 
that the negatives aspects of closure – responding to dissatisfied parents, unfavorable press 
attention, political pressure to act quickly – would be intensified in a turnaround or a 
reconstitution because the authorizer would be taking responsibility for improving school 
outcomes rather than just highlighting and documenting the shortcomings of the present 
leadership team.    
 
Is Salvaging Assets Worth Considering?  
Clearly, authorizers are skeptical about the idea of salvaging assets. Very few have tried it, so 
there are few lessons learned. And, as the other papers in this series indicate, there are a number 
of challenges associated with authorizing that compete for authorizers’ attention.  And yet there 
are reasons to think that in some cases, authorizers who decide to turn a school around or to 
reconstitute a failing school or to salvage a facility could be successful at creating a high quality 
schooling option for students who need it.  Therefore, it is worth exploring what salvaging assets 
might look like and whether research offers any guidance about strategies for doing this that 
avoid potentially negative outcomes.   
 

                                                
2 See Contrasting Approaches to Charter School Oversight, NCSRP Working Paper Series #2008-2.  
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School Turnaround 
Legally, there seem to be serious impediments to an authorizer removing a school’s entire 
governing board and/or its leadership team if the school continues to operate under the same 
charter and if the parties involved resist this action.  What is not clear is whether a governing 
board or leadership team could voluntarily agree to these steps, and if under these circumstances 
the school could remain open under the same charter.  This would be an issue for each authorizer 
to determine based on its own state’s law.   
 
If the parties agree to step down so that the school can continue to remain open for the students 
and families who want it, then the authorizer could play a critical role in facilitating this process.  
First, the authorizer would need to make the case to the board and leadership team that all other 
options have been exhausted and that school closure is imminent.  Once they have established 
that continuing to operate is not an option, the authorizer could invite the board and/or leadership 
team to voluntarily step down and allow the authorizer to approve a new group to lead the 
school.  Conceivably, the authorizer could then run an RFP process inviting applicants to lead 
this particular school under the condition that the students who are currently enrolled be allowed 
to remain and that the current staff members be allowed to reapply for their jobs.   
 
There are a couple of possibilities at this point.  One possibility would be for the authorizer to 
play an active role in seating a new board, but once the board is established allow it to assume 
control and hire the new leader and/or management team.  Another option would be for the 
authorizer to stay hands-on throughout the hiring process.  In either case, the authorizing staff 
would need to be familiar with the characteristics of successful turnaround leaders because they 
would need to find board members who have this knowledge or equip them with this knowledge 
if the board takes on the leadership hiring process.   
 
Organizational turnaround led by new leadership, while relatively new to education, is not a new 
strategy in other fields.  A robust body of literature in both the public and private sectors 
provides support for turnaround, as long as the newly selected leader and/or leadership team has 
the skills needed to implement an effective, swift turnaround.3  Cross-industry research indicates 
that nearly 70% of the successful turnarounds that occur in the business sector include changes in 
top management,4 so it is critical to select leaders who have the ability to take the actions that 
research suggests are necessary to improve dramatically organizational performance.  

                                                
3School Turnarounds: A Review of the Cross-Sector Evidence on Dramatic Organization Improvement, Public 
Impact for the Center on Innovation and Improvement (2007) and Turnarounds with New Leaders and Staff, Public 
Impact for the Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement (2006).  See also Bossidy, L. (2001, 
March). The job no CEO should delegate. Harvard Business Review, 79(3), 47-49; Brenneman, G. (1998, 
September-October). Right away and all at once: How we saved Continental. Harvard Business Review, 76(5), 162-
179; Hirschhorn, L. (2002, July).  Campaigning for change. Harvard Business Review, 80(7), 6-11; Joyce, P. (2004, 
August). The role of leadership in the turnaround of a local authority. Public Money & Management, 24(4), 235-
242; Kanter, R. M. (2003, June). Leadership and the psychology of turnarounds. Harvard Business Review, 81(6), 
58-67; Kim, W. C., & Mauborgne, R. (2003, April). Tipping point leadership. Harvard Business Review, 81(4), 60-
69; Teerlink, R., & Ozley, L. (2000, July-August). Harley’s leadership u-turn. Harvard Business Review, 43-48; 
Wetlaufer, S. (1999, March-April). Driving change: An interview with Ford Motor Company’s Jacques Nasser. 
Harvard Business Review, 77(2), 77-88. 
4 Hoffman, C. (1989). Strategies for corporate turnarounds: What do we know about them? Journal of General 
Management, 14(3), 46-66.  
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Authorizers who are interested in facilitating an effective turnaround should familiarize 
themselves with these findings so they select people who are highly likely to take these actions.   
 
Briefly, research documenting and analyzing cases in which public and private organizations that 
were failing by many measures made very rapid, dramatic performance improvements indicate 
that effective turnaround leaders take the following actions:5  

 Identify and focus on a few early wins with big payoffs, and use that early success 
to gain momentum. While these “wins” are limited in scope, they are high-priority, 
not peripheral, elements of organization performance. 

 Break organization norms or rules to deploy new tactics needed for early wins.  
Discard failed rules and routines when they inhibit success. 

 Act quickly in a fast cycle of trying new tactics, measuring results, discarding failed 
tactics and doing more of what works.  

 
Ideally, the selection process would identify applicants who have direct past experience turning 
around failing organizations.  Because this is a high bar and it is unlikely that the authorizer 
could identify a large enough pool of people who have this level of turnaround experience, the 
next best screen would be to look for people who have the characteristics that would enable them 
to take the actions described above.  Screening candidates for the characteristics that research 
suggests are necessary to lead an effective turnaround (e.g., high achievement drive, persistence, 
self-confidence, high levels of analytical and conceptual thinking)6 would enable the authorizer 
to have increased confidence that the turnaround would be effective.   
 
Cross industry research suggests that while there is evidence that replacing a leader with a new 
leader who has the skills to implement an effective turnaround can determine the success of the 
turnaround,7 replacing the staff does not seem to be a critical factor in successful turnarounds.  

                                                
5 School Turnarounds: A Review of the Cross-Sector Evidence on Dramatic Organization Improvement, Public 
Impact for the Center on Innovation and Improvement (2007) 
6 Haberman, M. (1993). Predicting the success of urban teachers (The Milwaukee trials). Action in Teacher 
Education. 15(3), 1-6; Haberman, M. (1996). Selecting and preparing culturally competent teachers for urban 
schools. In J. Sikula (Ed.), Handbook of research on teacher education. (pp. 747-760). New York: Macmillan; 
Haberman, M. (2005). Star teachers: The ideology and best practice of effective teachers of diverse children and 
youth in poverty. Houston, TX: Haberman Educational Foundation; Koeppen, K., & Davison-Jenkins, J.  Do you see 
what I see?  Helping secondary pre-service recognize and monitor their teacher dispositions. Action in Teacher 
Education 28(1), 13-26; McDermott, P., & Rothenberg, J. (2000). The characteristics of effective teachers in high 
poverty schools: Triangulating our data. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association, New Orleans; McKinney, S., Haberman, M. Stafford-Johnson, D., & Robinson, J. (2008).  
Developing teachers for high-poverty schools: The role of the internship experience. Urban Education.  43(1), 68-
82; Snipes, J., Horwitz, A. (2007). Recruiting and retaining effective teachers in urban schools. The Council of 
Great City Schools Research Brief; Song, K. (2006). Urban teachers’ beliefs on teaching, learning, and students: A 
pilot study in the United States of America. Education and Urban Society, 38, 481-499; Stotko, E., Ingram, R., & 
Beaty-O’Ferrall, M. E. (2007). Promising strategies for attracting and retaining successful urban teachers. Urban 
Education, 42(1), 30-51.  
7 Bossidy, L. (2001, March). The job no CEO should delegate. Harvard Business Review, 79(3), 47-49; Brenneman, 
G. (1998, September-October). Right away and all at once: How we saved Continental. Harvard Business Review, 
76(5), 162-179; Hirschhorn, L. (2002, July).  Campaigning for change. Harvard Business Review, 80(7), 6-11; 
Joyce, P. (2004, August). The role of leadership in the turnaround of a local authority. Public Money & 
Management, 24(4), 235-242; Kanter, R. M. (2003, June). Leadership and the psychology of turnarounds. Harvard 
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On the contrary, research indicates that wholesale staff replacement is not necessary for a 
successful turnaround, although it is important to be able to replace individual staff members 
who are unable to make needed changes.8   Therefore, authorizers should consider whether a 
reconstitution of the entire staff is warranted, or whether a new leadership team that has the 
capacity to implement a turnaround would be less disruptive. However, if the idea is to bring in a 
new organization to operate the school, that organization may well insist on the autonomy to 
build its team “from scratch,” as one study of such providers demonstrated.9 
 
Reconstitution  
The advantage of the reconstitution option is that it plays to the authorizer’s experience and 
strengths.  All authorizers run a selection process that involves gauging whether a particular 
applicant group has the capacity to open and run a successful school.  In some cases, authorizers 
issue RFPs that invite applicant groups to apply to open a school that meets specific criteria (e.g. 
a particular type of school, in a specific neighborhood, or for a specific age range of students).  
In the case of a fresh start that is designed to salvage a failing school’s remaining assets, setting 
these types of parameters would be necessary depending on what aspect of the school the 
authorizer is salvaging - the current student body, the geographic location, and/or the building.  
 
A few examples of salvaging assets by reconstituting schools did emerge in this study.  In 
response to the scarcity of facilities for new schools, the Office of New Schools (ONS), the 
office within the Chicago Public Schools (CP) that is responsible for new school starts, has 
issued request for proposals that invite applicants to apply to open schools in buildings they have 
recently closed.  One of ONS’s priorities in this process has been to ensure that students who 
attended the former school have the option of applying through the lottery or are even given 
priority to attend the new school, so in this respect they have experience with salvaging not only 
the building but taking steps to salvage the existing student body. More recently, CPS has taken 
this a step further and actively recruited outside providers to take over existing failing schools 
and their entire student bodies by bringing in a new staff and leadership team.  In this way CPS is 
deliberating structuring the intervention so that the current students remain in the school. At a 
public meeting in the spring of 2007 announcing a reconstitution, there was widespread parental 
support for the new leadership that was to be put in place for the 2007-2008 school year.    
  

                                                                                                                                                       
Business Review, 81(6), 58-67; Kim, W. C., & Mauborgne, R. (2003, April). Tipping point leadership. Harvard 
Business Review, 81(4), 60-69; Teerlink, R., & Ozley, L. (2000, July-August). Harley’s leadership u-turn. Harvard 
Business Review, 43-48; Wetlaufer, S. (1999, March-April). Driving change: An interview with Ford Motor 
Company’s Jacques Nasser. Harvard Business Review, 77(2), 77-88. 
8 Gadiesh, O., Pace, S., & Rogers, P. (2003). Successful turnarounds: 3 key dimensions.  Strategy and Leadership, 
21(6), 41-43; Hirschhorn, L. (2002, July). Campaigning for change. Harvard Business Review, 80(7), 6-11; Kim, 
W.C. & Mauborgne, R. (2003, April).  Tipping point leadership. Harvard Business Review, 81(4), 60-69; Paton, R., 
& Mordaunt, J. (2004, August). What’s different about public and non-profit “turnaround”? Public Money and 
Management, 24(4), 209-216; Roberto, M.A.& Levesque, L.C. (2005). The art of making change initiatives stick. 
Sloan Management Review, 46(4), 53-60; Walsche, K., Harvey, G., Hyde, P., & Pandit, N. (2004, August). 
Organizational failure and turnaround: Lessons for public services from the for-profit sector. Public Money & 
Management, 24(4), 201-208.  
9 Considering School Turnarounds: Market Research and Analysis. (2007). Boston, MA: Mass Insight Education. 
Available:  http://www.newschools.org/newschools/files/ConsideringSchoolTurnarounds_0.pdf  
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The research on school reconstitution that should inform this strategy is cautionary at best. 
Despite some reports of success,10 overall these efforts have been disappointing.  Case studies 
have documented that reconstituted schools have been plagued with reports of inexperienced 
staff, high levels of teacher turnover, and inconsistent improvement in student achievement.11  
Because the experience base behind school reconstitution is relatively small, there is reason to 
believe that this option could work better if policymakers took steps to avoid the problems 
described in these studies and instead develop coherent systems to implement this approach that 
are more likely to work.12  For example, ensuring that the new leadership team has the internal 
capacity to lead the change effort would be a critical step in the process.  Additionally, giving the 
leadership team time to plan and the authority and knowledge to hire teachers and other staff 
who will be effective in the highly charged, chaotic atmosphere of a reconstitution could make 
the effort more successful.13   
 
Facility Acquisition 
Facility acquisition emerged as the most appealing option for salvaging assets among the 
authorizers interviewed for this project.  One authorizer, Josephine Baker at the PCSB in 
Washington, DC, reported that her board chair was in the process of lobbying for a change in the 
charter law that would allow acquisitions to occur in cases of school failure. In DC, charter 
facilities are very difficult to obtain, and one of the primary goals of this change was to make 
sure another charter school was able to take over a failing school’s facility after the school was 
closed.  If students were at the same grade level as the new school’s students, then her office 
wanted to encourage the new school operators to allow former students to enroll in the 
reconstituted school, but at this point her board did not have a mechanism to ensure that this 
would happen.  
 
A few other authorizers also mentioned that they would be interested in allowing new school 
operators to take over a failing schools facility rather than let the facility be used for another 
purpose, but cautioned that more often than not, in their experience, failing schools do not have 
attractive facilities that would be worth salvaging.  
 
While interest in this option appears to be driven by contextual factors (e.g., how hard it is to 
obtain a school facility in a given locale, if there are existing operators who want to expand into 
a new building or it there are new operators who want to open in the neighborhood where the 
                                                
10 See Orfield, G., Cohen, B.L., Foster, G., Green, R.L., Lawrence, P., Tatel, D.S., and Tempes, F. (1992). 
Desegregation and educational change in San Francisco: Findings and recommendations on consent decree 
implementation.  Report submitted to Judge William H. Orrick, U.S. District Court, San Francisco, CA.; and Odden, 
A. and Archibald, S. (2000).  A case study of resource reallocation to reduce class size, enhance teacher planning 
time, and strengthen literacy: Clayton Elementary School. Madison, WI: Consortium for Policy Research in 
Education 
11 Malen, B., Croniger, R., Muncey, D., Redmond-Jones, D. (2002). Reconstituting schools: “testing” the “theory of 
action.”  Educational evaluation and policy analysis.  24(2), 113-132; Mintrop, H. (2002). The limits of sanctions in 
low-performing schools: A study of Maryland and Kentucky schools on probation.  Education Policy Analysis 
Archives, 11(3). 
12 Hassel, B. & Steiner, L. (2003). Starting fresh: A new strategy for responding to low performing schools.  Chapel 
Hill, NC: Public Impact with funding from the Smith Richardson Foundation.  
13 Hassel, B. C. & Hassel, E. A. (2005). “Starting fresh” as a strategy for improving chronically low-performing 
schools. Alexandria, VA: National Association of Charter School Authorizers.  
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existing facility is located), further exploration of the pros and cons of this option as more 
examples emerge would be valuable to existing authorizers considering this strategy.  In many 
respects, it is the least difficult of the salvaging assets options to achieve because it aligns most 
closely with authorizer’s existing practices.   
       
Recommendations for Salvaging Assets Effectively  
In a performance-based education system, it is easy to look at the choices as stark – in the case of 
a chronically failing school, system leaders can either continue to tolerate failure or close the low 
performing school. The results of this study indicate that authorizers rarely attempt alternative 
strategies that have the potential to offer better educational options to students who need them, 
options such as school turnaround, school reconstitution and facility acquisition.  And yet, for the 
students in those schools and the communities where they are situated, closing the school may 
mean consigning students to schools that are extremely low performing or forcing a community 
to give up the possibility of having a strong neighborhood school.   
 
Admittedly, the barriers to implementing these alternatives are high.  There are legal, 
philosophical and capacity issues that could easily prevent or discourage authorizers from taking 
these steps.  But if the evidence suggests that far too many low performing schools remain open 
because of the challenges of school closure, there is a mandate to at least explore these 
alternatives, and there is some reason to believe, based on what is currently known about 
turnaround, reconstitution and facilities acquisition, that an authorizer could be successful.   
 
Drawing on evidence from other sectors and the information we gathered during interviews, this 
section includes recommendations about how an authorizer or other performance-management 
entity could salvage assets effectively.   
 
1. Use existing processes wherever possible 
Most authorizers have experience with several critical steps that would be necessary in a 
turnaround or school reconstitution.  Authorizers have multiple processes already to place, for 
example, to identify a new leadership and governance team.  These processes include generating 
interest among likely candidates, issuing an RFP that outlines what the needs are for the new 
operator, being transparent and clear about the selection criteria, putting together a screening 
process that includes reviewers who are knowledgeable about what is needed to do this work 
well, and comparing candidates on key indicators.  In the case of facilities acquisition, many 
authorizers have experience evaluating whether an existing school operator is ready for 
expansion as well as selecting a new operator.  In addition, many authorizers have experience 
with reaching out to families and community members in order to build consensus for change.    
 
2. Investigate lessons from effective turnaround 
And yet, there are differences involved in turnaround and reconstitution that authorizers would 
need to understand in order to support this work successfully because turnaround and 
reconstitution are not new starts – they involve taking a failing organization from bad to great 
rapidly.  There is an existing body of research in education and in other sectors that explores the 
lessons learned and the inherent difficulties involved in turnaround, and authorizers who want to 
engage in this work would need to become familiar with what is already known, and they would 
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need to change their existing processes where necessary to accommodate the additional demands 
inherent in these alternatives.   
 
3. Design a selection process that identifies leaders with capacity for turnaround  
In particular, the urgency and “press” of turnaround necessitates leaders who have unique skills 
and characteristics.  If students who have been failing academically remain in the building, then 
there is a culture of failure that has to be reversed rapidly.  All of the stakeholders involved in the 
turnaround or reconstitution – the new governing board, the leadership team, the staff and faculty 
– need to be able to engage in a set of actions that will get results in a short time frame.  And it is 
the authorizer’s responsibility to select leaders who will be able to not only engage in these 
actions themselves, but will be able to hire and appoint people who share this sense of urgency 
and who have the capacity to engage in these types of actions.  
 
Conclusion 
In a performance-based system, evidence of student learning is valued above all.  When student 
learning does not occur, or does not occur with enough intensity, then the system needs to 
respond effectively.  To date, systems have either not responded aggressively enough to chronic 
school failure, or they have responded by closing down the school.  This paper argues that there 
are alternatives that have the potential to be successful, if appropriately and knowledgeably 
implemented, and these alternatives should be considered, they should be tried, and the results 
should be rigorously evaluated.   
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